Abstract. Process programming languages have not been readily adopted by practitioners. We are addressing this problem through the development of Little-JIL, a language that focuses on the coordination aspects of processes and provides a visual representation, yet one that is rigorous enough for execution and formal reasoning. We h a ve used Little-JIL to program several software engineering processes, knowledge discovery processes, and are working on processes to coordinate robot teams. We believe the simplicity g a i n e d b y focusing on coordination and visualization should make Little-JIL both readily adoptable and widely useful.
Introduction
Process programming remains a challenging problem for software process technology support. The complexity of process languages and the e ort of process programming using these languages has hindered both the development and adoption of process programming technology. W e are addressing these problems of process language design and development through a three-part strategy:
1. Focusing on a subset of process requirements related to coordination, in particular, to the coordination of activities and agents 2. De ning appropriate abstractions and language constructs to capture important coordination aspects of software processes 3. Devising visual yet rigorous representations to aid adoption of the language By focusing on coordination, we address a necessary aspect of all software processes. Moreover, our experience suggests that the programming of activity ?? This research w as supported by t h e A i r F orce Research Laboratory/IFTD and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency under Contract F30602-97-2-0032. The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Governmental purposes notwithstanding any c o p yright annotation thereon. The views and conclusions contained herein are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the o cial policies or endorsements, either expressed or implied, of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Air Force Research Laboratory/IFTD or the U.S. Government. and agent coordination is largely su cient for software processes in many c o ntexts. Additionally, we c a n reduce the complexity o f the language, simplifying its de nition and development, and facilitating its use and evaluation.
We h a ve i d e n ti ed the following language features as especially important f o r programming coordination: 1) a m ulti-paradigm control model, 2) a few basic but general constructs for proactive c o n trol, 3) preconditions and postconditions on process steps, 4) resource speci cation, modeling, and management, 5) exible exception handling, 6) explicit, controlled data ow, 7) agent speci cation, binding, and delegation.
The main features missing from the above list are the usual features of a general programming language, such as imperative commands and data type de nitions also missing are constraint (or rule) speci cations, common in process languages. These omissions simplify language de nition, implementation, and use. Moreover, we have found that many processes decompose into high-level coordination and low-level computations. Coordination operators are found in some process languages (e.g., 1, 2]) and blackboard languages (e.g., 3]). We propose using a coordination language to program the high-level coordination aspects, while using a computational process language (such as JIL 1]) or a general programming language to implement the computational elements.
Finally, to facilitate use of the language, we h a ve adopted a visual syntax. An important c haracteristic of this syntax is that it has rigorous semantics that allow it to be executed. While there are many graphical process de nition languages, most lack adequate semantic depth or rigor to support execution. Exceptions include Petri-net-based systems and a few others (e.g., 4{7]). A distinguishing characteristic of our approach i s t h e s t yle of program representation, which e mphasizes the hierarchical composition of individually simple steps rather than the typical approach of arbitrarily complex, nested ow graphs. In our experience this has helped to promote the clarity of our process coordination programs without sacri cing expressiveness.
Example
Little-JIL is a process language we h a ve d e v eloped according to the three-part strategy outlined above. To demonstrate the coordination abstractions of Little-JIL, we use a high-level description of Booch ' s o b j e c t o r i e n ted design (BOOD). In BOOD, designers rst identify classes and objects, then identify their semantics and the relationships between them, and then design the internal implementation of the classes. This process repeats until all of the classes are elaborated in su cient detail. Figure 1 shows a partial implementation of BOOD. We highlight h o w Little-JIL supports coordination by discussing the example, leaving many details unexplained. Also, it is important to realize that this is not a complete de nition of BOOD. The Little-JIL editor allows the user to selectively hide information to avoid a cluttered presentation and allow a concise high-level picture of a process. A detailed understanding is gained by selectively displaying detail. Each step in a process is visually represented by a step name surrounded by several graphical badges which represent aspects of the step. The black bar below the step represents the control of a step's substeps. The left-most badge in the step bar de nes the proactive control ow. F or example, step Multi-Designer Booch has a parallel badge which allows, but does not require, the substeps to be performed in parallel.
Step Booch contains a sequential badge indicating that its substeps should be executed from left to right sequentially.
Step Reuse Implementation is a choice indicating that the agent assigned to the step should choose one of the substeps as a means of completing the task. Implement is a try step which requires alternatives to be tried sequentially until one succeeds. The arrows next to the arcs represent data ow between steps and substeps.
Resources are part of a step interface, identi ed by a circle above a step name. ( Step interfaces also include declarations of formal parameters, local objects, and exceptions thrown, which are omitted from the gure.) By default, resources are acquired in mutual exclusion, but we are investigating a variety of forms of sharing and delegation to allow more concurrency. F or example, the Data Dictionary is updated when identifying classes and objects. It is declared as a resource for that step, ensuring coordinated use of the data dictionary.
Each Little-JIL step has an execution agent associated with it. An agent m a y be human or automated. Agents are treated as special types of resources. If a step does not declare its own agent, it uses the same agent as its parent. In the gure, we see two t ypes of agents: a project manager and a designer. Resource-bounded p arallelism is a Little-JIL idiom. In this example, a project manager assigns tasks to individual designers. Each designer can work in parallel with the manager making assignments. At a n y p o i n t the manager can stop making assignments or the project could run out of designers to whom assignments can be made, limiting the parallelism by t h e n umber of designers available.
Little-JIL steps may h a ve preconditions and postconditions. Preconditions are represented by d o wnward pointing triangles to the left of the name of a step and postconditions by an upward pointing triangle to the right of the step name. Conditions are checked at the beginning and end of the execution of a step to ensure that the step can be, or was, executed correctly. I f a condition fails, it throws an exception either preventing the step from executing, or preventing it from completing successfully. Exception handlers are identi ed by an \X" at the right end of the step bar. An exception handler may s p e c i f y a s t e p t o b e e x e c u t e d when the exception is raised and how the step should continue after handling the exception. The Reuse Implementation step reacts to the Designing for Java exception, thrown by the Not Designing for Java precondition, by requiring the designer to try another alternative (indicated by the arrow) to get reuse.
The \lightning bolt" in the step bar represents reactive control, that is asynchronous reactions to global events. For example, when the requirements change, a step is started that propagates the changes to the a ected designers.
The syntax of Little-JIL is unique and therefore requires some learning. We have found, however, that it provides a very concise, high-level picture of a process while allowing details to be expanded selectively. F urthermore, the precisely de ned semantics of the constructs, although not fully described here, allow meaningful discussion and rigorous analysis of process de nitions.
Discussion
The Little-JIL strategy focuses on coordination while deemphasizing computation. This is most appropriate for processes that rely on elements that are external to the process program. This includes processes that are largely manual or otherwise agent based, where the agents can bene t from coordination or where the process can bene t from agent control. It also includes processes that require coordinating use of independent tools, artifacts, etc. The approach is generally applicable when coordinative and computational aspects can be separated, or to processes that are simply non-computational.
We h a ve found coordination processes to be common in many domains. We have written Little-JIL programs for several software processes, including objectoriented design, formal veri cation, and static analysis, as well as for the various domains noted above. Coordination process programming naturally lends itself to work ow processes, which frequently have human agents and use existing external tools. We have also been exploring the applicability of Little-JIL to processes of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) 8]. At a l o w level, KDD processes can be computationally intensive. At higher levels, though, we have found that KDD processes involve c o m binations of human and automated agents, and management of resource usage that make them suitable for coordination process programming. We are also beginning to explore the use of Little-JIL in coordinating teams of recon gurable autonomous robots.
Status and Directions
Preliminary versions of the Little-JIL language and editor have been developed and demonstrated work is being completed on the rst standard version (1.0). A supporting agenda manager 9] and resource manager are being developed (prototypes are operational), and work on integrating Little-JIL with AI-based scheduling 10] is in progress. Work on support for visualization, analysis, measurement, and evaluation is beginning. We plan to continue developing coordination processes in a variety of domains.
